Integrating art as a means of innovation, science as a benchmark for invention, and technology as the result of creative solutions to solve real world challenges.
ASSOCIATION OF UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2013
LAUNCHED WCUAVC
OCTOBER 2013

TEST FLIGHT
COUNTER POACHING FACT-FINDING MISSION

THE JOURNEY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-GqV-xS138

KRUGER NATIONAL PARK
SOUTH AFRICAN MILITARY UNIT
DAVINCI CHALLENGE: BUILD A DRONE WORKSHOP
DAVINCI CHALLENGE INSPIRES STUDENTS TO SOLVE REAL WORLD CHALLENGES

Search & Rescue

Educating Students in Nepal

3D Mapping for Conservation
WORKSHOPS EXPANDED

Teachers Take Flight Workshop

AUGUST 7 - 10

WWW.KASHMIRWORLDFOUNDATION.ORG/TEACH